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What if everything you needed was in the cloud?
Calculated Controls LLC

T

ake a minute to envision this scenario.
You’re in the early stages of planning
your next turnaround. Where are the drawings for V-102? What were the man-hours
for E-101? Or, maybe you are new to the
job or to this plant and you’ve never experienced a turnaround at this site. Your superiors have requested a budget and schedule
from you but where are the numbers from
the previous turnaround so you can prep?
The above is not unusual because of the
number of industry pros retiring, high personnel turnover and lost (or never captured)
information.
When I was working as an estimator
for a major contractor, I can’t tell you how
many calls we would get from clients asking for previous turnaround information.
They often would hire us without having to
go through the bidding process just because
we had the information on the previous job
no one else seemed to have. That was good

project scope, schedule and budget. That is
stored in the database then updated during
project execution according to your needs
before, during and after the turnaround.
The system also allows your contractors
to enter their updates in the system during
each shift and automatically send summa-

ries and detailed reports to managers. Also,
this gives you a dashboard for the safety, quality and performance of your turnaround. Your corporate office can simply
log in at anytime to review project information and have a fully detailed account to
help gage future projects. So, now you use

our Google™-like search capabilities for
V-102 and have results within seconds from
any device with a Web browser.
For more information, call Clayton
Richards at (888) 790-9398, email
info@calculatedcontrols.com or visit
www.calculatedcontrols.com.

•

The management of our
company is comprised of former turnaround craftsmen.
for us, in one way, because we had done
so many turnarounds. But it was not good
for the client because they wouldn’t know
if they were going to realize a cost savings
or not. And it was not good for us in many
ways because the potential client would just
call his previous contractor rather than us
and we wouldn’t even have an opportunity
to bid. This isn’t good for the industry either
because it allows poor performing companies to continue their poor performance.

A cloud database solution
The management of our company is
comprised of former turnaround craftsmen.
Our company president, Billy Dobbins,
began as a boilermaker and I began as an
electrician. Just as we learned multiple
crafts and worked our way up to planning,
scheduling and project management, we
learned to use the latest computer hardware
and software to help us gage where we
were, where we needed to be and to forecast
possible outcomes. This was how we also
learned to use the “cloud” as a database
solution so you, as a client, don’t have to
rely on previous supplier information —
you’ve got your own data on your own job.

Customized and easy to use
First a client tells us what information
they would like to retain during a project or
turnaround. We then determine how to present the information through reports, charts,
graphs, etc. We send subject matter experts
to your site to help you compile your initial
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